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MISSION STATEMENT

Healthy Sonidos was established to create and spread awareness and access of low-cost to
no-cost healthcare available to Latino musicians in the Austin area.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Latinx Musicians are amongst the least insured population due to being self-employed missing
the opportunity to receive insurance through an employer. They generally attempt to fulfill their
health needs by working multiple jobs and/or booking additional events. Musicians are typically
the first group to be asked to donate their services and assisting them with health coverage is
essential.
Based on a report in 2020, Big Oak tree media noted the following:
● 64% of Latino households in the United States are primarily spanish speaking
● 92% of Latinos are living 200% below the federal poverty level
● 66% of Latinos in the United States are currently uninsured
In 2015, Austin Music Census noted the following additional information on Austin’s Latino
Community:
● 33% of Musicians in Austin are earning less than $25,000 annually in pre-tax income
● 4%, roughly 320 of Austin’s Musician Community identify as Hispanic or Latino
KUT noted that Austin has the highest average rate of rent in the state of Texas, and Austinites
trying to afford housing on a minimum wage must work nearly three full time jobs to make ends
meet. It is easy to identify the disparity in reaching members of the Latino community as a
whole, but considering the above information, it is an even larger task to support those who
make their living as musicians. Lack of knowledge about enrollment opportunities of low-cost to
no-cost healthcare available to Austin Musicians disproportionately affects the Latino
community. Health Alliance of Austin Musicians (HAAM) is currently using word of mouth to
reach out for healthcare sign-ups. While their efforts have been equally dispersed, they have not
attained the equity in cultural diversification of their membership.
There is disparity when it comes to equity outreach but the need for affordable healthcare is
immense. In 2019, HAAM noted the mean age of their clientele was 41 years old, and primarily
white male. The Volunteer Healthcare Clinic, which provides free healthcare services to those
who are uninsured, served 1,808 individuals and 4,355 medical visits total in 2018, 73% of
whom identified as Latino. This proves that there is a larger Latino population that remains
uninsured.
In an effort to support HAAM developing a more diverse clientele, Healthy Sonidos was
created by the Hispanic Austin Leadership (HAL) Class of 2020, Healthcare group. Healthy
Sonidos worked to create new marketing materials and a forward thinking approach to support
HAAM in reaching a Latino audience. This includes a brochure with testimonials from benefits
recipients and information on services. A HAAM Program infographic document translated into
Spanish. A website, www.healthysonidos.org, was also created along with a Facebook page of
the same name. The group developed a survey to collect data from the Latinx music
community, attended community engagement meetings to disburse the initiatives to leaders and
volunteers, and facilitated a stakeholder session. Priority remains in supporting HAAM as they
provide this critical service to Austin Musicians.
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PROJECT DETAILS

Benefactor Selection: Health Alliance for Austin Musicians was selected as the benefactor
because their mission is to provide access to affordable healthcare for Austin’s low income
working musicians, with a focus on prevention and wellness. The group felt this would be an
approachable project, considering how much of an impact music has on Austin’s cultural
integrity. Another advantage of electing to work with Austin’s music community is the fact that a
member of the Healthy Sonidos team is a working musician, and could provide additional
networking and outreach opportunities that are exclusive to musicians and serve as an
approachable ally.
Name Selection: The group decided on the name Healthy Sonidos, Healthy Sounds t ranslated
into english. The name selection was made as a nod to Latino culture with an acknowledgement
for the work that Health Alliance for Austin Musicians does, along with the sounds of live music,
sonidos.
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Implementation: Healthy Sonidos assisted HAAM in reaching a previously untapped audience,
connected the organization with musicians who will eventually serve as a resource in
communicating the message and mission of HAAM to other members of the Latino community.
Healthy Sonidos also translated marketing documents that allow HAAM to be able to connect
with a new audience of Spanish speaking musicians. The translated documents include a
HAAM Program Infographic, HAAM COVID-19 webpage, HAAM Survey and Open Enrollment
website page. Translation of documents made it possible for HAAM to offer their marketing
materials in Spanish while saving in translation fees.
Healthy Sonidos reached out to Contamos Austin, the HAL Civic Engagement Group in an effort
to collaborate. Contamos Austin is working with the United States Census Complete Count
Committee and were already engaging the latino community while supporting local musicians.
Contamos Austin hosted a weekly DJ Happy Hour with Austin DJ Crew Peligrosa. Most of
Peligrosa’s members are HAAM beneficiaries. Uniting efforts with Contamos Austin was
successful as Healthy Sonidos was able to participate in a virtual event. This Facebook happy
hour event on Wednesday, May 6th helped highlight Healthy Sonidos and raise awareness
about HAAM, HAL and the GAHCC.

Measurable impact: As a result of the Healthy Sonidos Stakeholder Session and Panel
Discussion held at Austin City Hall on March 3, 2020, HAAM representatives and employees
met Latino HAAM recipients whom they had never had an interaction with. Putting HAAM
personnel and Latino HAAM recipients in the same room was a strategic effort to raise
awareness about outreach that can seamlessly occur simply by listening to the stories of Latino
Musicians who are already receiving benefits from HAAM. This initiative resulted in HAAM
taking their first step to equitably market their services to Latino musicians by highlighting these
testimonies. The expectations of Healthy Sonidos were surpassed with the engagement of
HAAM and their desire to include Latino benefit recipients in their social media marketing
communication. Another measurable impact was connecting HAAM to the stories of Latino
musicians who could spread the word of HAAM’s services and encourage other people of color
to apply.
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Research and Data Analysis: HAAM has done a great job providing affordable healthcare
options to Austin’s low-income working musicians, Healthy Sonidos aimed to reach Latino
musicians to learn more about the issues that face this community. Types of care provided
include primary and specialty medical care, dental, vision, wellness, mental health and hearing
services. Some of the most impactful information received during this project is that no one
leaves during HAAM’s enrollment period without some level of support. Healthy Sonidos chose
to focus on maximizing visibility of HAAM’s services and swiftly getting adequate healthcare
information to this vulnerable group of musicians.
Quick facts from HAAM:
● $57 million in healthcare services have been provided since 2005
● 5,357 members since 2005
● $1.4 million in premium assistance in 2019
● 2,614 HAAM Members in 2019
From The 2015 Austin Music Census:
Why is it important to insure Austin musicians:
● $2 billion in economic revenue in the City of Austin
● $38 billion in local tax revenue each year
● 8,000 + working musicians in Austin
● An estimated 4%, roughly 320 musicians identify as Hispanic/Latino
From 2019 HAAM Annual Report:
Four main motivations for joining HAAM:
● Preventative care and HAAM programs
● Health Coverage
● Encouraged to enroll by a loved one
● Address chronic illness and/or other health needs through specialty care services
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COMMUNITY HEALTH ASSESSMENT DATA
The following graphics from the Austin Community Health Assessment from December 2017
highlight significant data that is relevant to HAAM’s four main motivations for enrollment.

Diabetes is a chronic illness that requires specialty care and figure 6-36 demonstrates that
Latino/Hispanic adults at 11.2% closely follow the rate of Black/African American adults
diagnosed with diabetes at 13.4%.

Figure 6-27 demonstrates that White and Black/African American residents in Travis County are
more likely to report having a personal doctor or healthcare provider than Latino/Hispanic
residents. In reference to our research, nearly half of the people that we surveyed answered
that they did not have a primary healthcare provider.
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Figure 6-25 demonstrates that 55.2% of Latino/Hispanic/All Races reported having healthcare
coverage (Private or Public) by Race/Ethnicity in Travis County, 2011-2015, compared to
White/Non-Hispanic at 89% and Black/African American/Non-Hispanic at 75.2%.

Figure 6-29 demonstrates that 21.9% of Latino/Hispanic/All Races needed to see a doctor but
did not due to cost in the past 12 months in Texas, compared to 19.5% Black/African
American/Non-Hispanic and 11.5% White/Non-Hispanic.
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From Community Advancement Network CANATX Dashboard:
● In Travis County: the uninsured rate is highest for Hispanics, with 22% of Hispanics
under age 65 uninsured. *American Community Survey, TableID: S2701
● Travis County residents who are low-income have an even higher uninsured rate of 26%
almost twice the overall rate of 13%. *American Community Survey, TableID: S2701
From CommUnity Care Clinic:
● A conversation with CommUnity Care supported the data that Latinos remain the largest
racial group in Travis County that are uninsured and are less likely to have a primary
healthcare provider. At CommUnity Care, 92.5% of patients have income lower than
200% below the poverty level, 66% of patients are uninsured, and 64% are Latino.
CommUnity Care is a great example of an organization that partners with other
community groups to provide services to some of Austin’s most vulnerable populations.
They partner with the Health Department to assist with SNAP benefits for Mothers,
ECHO for long-term disability benefits, the Milk Bank to help children in NICU, the Diaper
Bank to provide families with Diapers, Integral Care for behavioral health services and at
the Southeast Austin Health and Wellness Center they provide everything from Zumba,
legal services, partner with organizations to help clients know their rights, partner with
the health dept to administer vaccines for children/adults, activate voter registration,
provide homeless services, and more. While CommUnity Care did not have specific data
around the professions of their clients, Healthy Sonidos is confident that CommUnity
Care Health Centers in Austin would be a great addition to HAAM’s partner list and
HAAM could likely find additional clients that are also patients of CommUnity Care
clinics.
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SURVEY DEPLOYMENT AND PROMOTION
Healthy Sonidos received a total of 52 survey responses, survey responses were collected at
the Greater Austin Hispanic Chamber of Commerce’s SXSW promotional event on February
5th.

Feel The Love Expo: Healthy Sonidos also attended the Austin Music Foundation Feel the
Love Expo alongside the City of Austin Economic Development Department. The Feel the Love
Expo brought together local organizations that provide essential services to Austin’s music
community and was the perfect event to connect with local musicians about HAAM and HAL.
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Community Engagement: Healthy Sonidos presented the project to groups such as the
Hispanic Quality of Life Commission and the Music Commission to gain support from Austin
Community leaders and petition them to spread awareness about Healthy Sonidos, HAAM and
our survey. The group also met with various community leaders for possible partnerships.

Stakeholder Session: Through the stakeholder session held on March 3, we directly
connected HAAM to long-time Latino HAAM clients who shared more about their direct
experiences as HAAM recipients and ways that HAAM can continue to reach a more diverse
audience. The Stakeholder Session was one of the most impactful events as it allowed for an
intimate conversation between the organization and a few of their direct clients. This led to
follow-up conversations and additional engagement between the two parties.
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Project challenges: Healthy Sonidos faced a number of challenges through the duration of the
project. Three months into efforts, the group lost a team member who decided not to complete
the Hispanic Austin Leadership Program. Healthy Sonidos’ first planned events saw
low-attendee interest which forced the group to reorganize and rethink a marketing strategy.
The group made the outreach to Latina musicians and scheduled the stakeholder session held
in early March of 2020. The next event for the group was intended to be a post-SXSW
decompress networking event. Healthy Sonidos had secured a venue, DJ, photographer,
beverage sponsor and produced a promotional graphic, however, the COVID-19 pandemic
forced the group to once again reorganize efforts. Healthy Sonidos reached out to HAAM and
began assisting with their Spanish language communications which is an ongoing effort. During
a status update call with the Greater Austin Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, Healthy Sonidos
was encouraged and empowered to continue with community outreach and utilize resources.
Due to COVID-19, Healthy Sonidos could not meet in person and began facilitating meetings
over Facetime, Zoom and collaborating through text messages. The COVID-19 pandemic
impacted event based efforts and in an attempt to pivot and provide maximum support to the
community, the group utilized the website as a tool to disperse information on COVID-19
community resources.
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HEALTHY SONIDOS SURVEY RESULTS:
●

Zip Code:
○ 78704: 7
○ 78702: 4
○ 78741: 5
○ 78745: 6
○ 78754: 4
○ Other: 26 (77031, 78201, 78613, 78621, 78634, 78653, 78660, 78664, 78701,
78719, 78721, 78723, 78731, 78738, 78739, 78748, 78749, 78750, 78752,
78753, 78758, 78759)

●

Gender: Survey takers include 8 female, 28 male, and 16 who did not respond

●

Nationality/Ethnicity: Of those surveyed, 14 identified as Hispanic, 4 identified as
Latino, and 3 identified as Mexican American and 1 identifies as Chicano. Other
nationalities identified included: Black, African American, Caucasian/White, Bengali, or
Mixed Race

●

Health Insurance Coverage: Out of those surveyed, 71.1% of people did have some
form of health insurance, while 28.8% did not.
○ 42.3% had insurance through their employer, 25% were covered by an “other”
option, not specified, 5.8% are covered through Medicare, 1.9% covered through
a parent or guardian’s plan

●

Regarding reasons for being uninsured:
○ 25% claimed that they had no need for healthcare
○ 21.2% claimed that they want healthcare but cannot afford it
○ 5.8% claimed that their biggest barrier to insurance coverage was unemployment
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●

Do you have a primary healthcare provider? If yes, how often do you see them?

We also thought it was important to learn more about the professions of our respondents and
what their roles were within in the music industry.
Are you a musician or in the music industry? Please explain.
46 of our respondents said that they were a musician or in the music community. Roles varied
from drummers and singers to music software developers and music producers.
Are you familiar with the Health Alliance for Austin Musicians? (HAAM) If so, please
explain how.
40 of our respondents were familiar with HAAM, but their familiarity with HAAM varied from “my
friend told me about it, but I don’t know much about it,” to “Yes, I’m a HAAM member.”
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TESTIMONIALS

"Live music energizes and helps sustain the quality of life in Austin
for all - and HAAM makes it possible for musicians of all genres to
stay healthy and creative by multiplying $100 donated into $700
worth of healthcare service provided. It's a win-win for music lovers
like me!" Olga Campos Benz, HAAM Board member since 2011

"The HAAM community makes this city a vibrant and exciting place
to call the 'Live Music Capital of the World.' I have met other Latinx
musicians through HAAM and am grateful to connect, collaborate,
and support their music. Music is a full-time career for many
members. HAAM is literally saving lives and helping musicians
pursue their dreams." Sh
 avone Otero, HAAM Recipient since
2016

“HAAM has provided me with healthcare for a decade, which has in
effect allowed me to perform music as a career. I’m able to work
several part-time jobs to supplement my income alongside being a
musician, without needing to seek full-time employment that would
provide those benefits. Making a sustainable living as an artist is
increasingly difficult, but HAAM has always recognized Austin
musicians as essential within the fabric of the city’s culture.” Yadira
Brown, HAAM Recipient since 2010

“The good people at HAAM helped me to sign up for Obamacare
and as a result, I have health insurance for the first time in my
life. If you’re a Latino musician in Austin, I highly suggest that you
contact HAAM and see what they can do for you.” Greg
Gonzalez, Grammy Award Winner and HAAM Recipient since
2009
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TIMELINE AND KEY DATES
October 24, 2019 - Project overview and organization overview call with Health Alliance for
Austin Musicians.
February 2 - Healthy Sonidos presents survey and data plan to Austin Music Commission. This
led to sharing the survey link in Austin Texas Musicians, Austin Texas Tejano Musicians, and I
Support ATX HipHop Do you? Facebook groups that have collectively over 12,500 members.
February 5 - Healthy Sonidos collects survey responses at the SXSW meetup (co-presented by
the Greater Austin Hispanic Chamber of Commerce.)
February 7 - Conference call to collect organization information from CommUnityCare Austin
about their clientele and other healthcare resources available to low-income communities.
February 10 - Held a meeting with Health Alliance for Austin Musicians to determine ways to be
supportive.
February 18 - Conducted surveys at the Austin Music Foundation Feel the Love Expo at Emo’s.
February 25 - Attended the Hispanic and Latino Quality of Life Commission meeting to spread
awareness about HAL project efforts with HAAM and shared information about taking the
Healthy Sonidos’ survey.
March 3 - HAAM and Healthy Sonidos Stakeholder session at Austin City Hall.
March 6  - SXSW canceled by City of Austin and Travis County officials forcing Healthy Sonidos
to reevaluate their game plan for future outreach events, particularly those that were affiliated
with SXSW in some way.
May 1 - Closeout meeting with Health Alliance for Austin Musicians.
May 5 - Participation in a Contamos Austin Panel on social media.
May 6 - Cross collaboration DJ Set with Contamos Austin.
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NEXT STEPS
Healthy Sonidos assisted HAAM with translating some of their materials which will be used for
open enrollment advertising during the fall of 2020. The relationship built between HAAM and
the Healthy Sonidos group will help with the sustainability of the project as relationships are built
not only within the group but also in connecting Latino musicians with HAAM to provide them
with the opportunity to communicate and reach out to one another for future community
outreach.
Healthy Sonidos has made a commitment to maintain the website, www.healthosonidos.org
through May 2020 and help support HAAM in their outreach to the Latino community. After May
2020, Healthy Sonidos will communicate mainly through their Facebook page and will continue
efforts to translate other HAAM brochures and marketing materials into Spanish in hopes of
reaching a bigger Latino audience.
Healthy Sonidos beyond the Hispanic Austin Leadership program:
Open enrollment for Health Alliance for Austin Musicians will occur in November of 2020. In an
effort to continue the support to HAAM and the Latino musician community, Healthy Sonidos will
reach out to local restaurants who may be available to provide refreshments to those in the line
for enrollment. As individuals and through the use of social media, the group will continue to
communicate information about resources available for Austin musicians.
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PROJECT TEAM
Originally, Healthy Sonidos consisted of five team members. Roles were established to reflect
what was noted in the HAL guidance binder. Two months into the program, the group lost a
team member. As a result of this, the remaining team decided to take on the roles of the project
in a unilateral approach. The strengths and skill sets of the individual members were sufficiently
served by this approach and allowed for an equitable division of efforts.

Stephanie Bergara
City of Austin
Bidi Bidi Banda

Felicia Peña
H-E-B

Ana Duarte
A+ Federal Credit Union

Angela Navarro
Texas Society of Professional Surveyors
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PROJECT BUDGET
Revenue
A+ Federal Credit Union Donation

$100.00

Healthcare group donations

$160.30

Juiceland Austin

$100.00

Expenses

Net

Healthy Sonidos Panel Discussion

$22.30

Healthy Sonidos Website

$138.00

Survey Giveaways

$200.00
$0.00
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